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Integrating the VNC SDK with an ATM’s operating system
The VNC SDK is entirely vendor-independent. This allows you to support your customers in a consistent way, no matter
how varied the hardware or operating system your ATM fleet is comprised of.

The VNC SDK communicates directly with the ATM’s operating system to capture its screen. This means the support
technician and the customer see exactly the same thing.
When interacting remotely with the customer’s screen, the support technician has two distinct options:


Drawing an annotation; for example an arrow pointing the customer towards a certain button. By default, this
annotation fades away after a certain amount of time.



Controlling the application directly.

The VNC SDK takes the support technician’s input events and injects them directly into the ATM’s operating system. As
this is done on the operating system level, the implementation does not require any customization for specific vendors.
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Connectivity options
The VNC SDK provides two connectivity methods: direct TCP connectivity, and VNC Cloud connectivity.
You can choose to disable either of these. For example, you may be limited to direct TCP connectivity only for
compliance reasons.
Direct TCP connectivity
A direct TCP connection works in the following way:
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VNC Cloud connectivity
If direct TCP connectivity is not required, the VNC Cloud enables your support technicians to connect to your entire
ATM fleet without requiring any network pre-configuration.
A VNC Cloud connection works in the following way:

For more information about connectivity options or the VNC SDK in general, please visit the VNC Developer website.

If you have any questions about the topics raised in this document, please contact us at
enquiries@realvnc.com or visit realvnc.com/contact-us.
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RealVNC’s remote access and management software is used by hundreds of millions of people worldwide in every
sector of industry, government and education. Our software helps organizations cut costs and improve the quality of
supporting remote computers and applications. RealVNC is the original developer of VNC remote access software and
supports an unrivalled mix of desktop and mobile platforms. Using our software SDKs, third-party technology
companies also embed remote access technology direct into their products through OEM agreements.
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